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Salutations, 

I begin this newsletter with a huge shout out of thanks and gratitude to all of the students, the families and our 

broader community for your ongoing support and understanding.  It is times like these that I am seeing the very best 

in the people who are part of our DPS Community.  

It is so important to reflect on those wonderful things.  Today a 

student came running up to me before school bursting with 

happiness eager to share a picture she had made over the 

weekend.   She wanted this picture to go in the office to make 

Rebecca, Lisa and all visitors to the office happy.  I have scanned 

this to share with you hoping this picture also brings a smile to 

you. Often it is the small and simple things in life that are most 

precious, we must continue to foster the innocence of our 

young and laugh and smile with them. We are facing 

unchartered waters and will navigate our way through to the 

best of our ability. We will come out the other side and learn so 

much about ourselves and each other. It is a journey we travel 

together.   

We warmly welcome Jim Hill and Vanessa Keen back from their overseas trips. I have heard that they are getting 

inventive with their time in isolation. I am sure they will share a story or two when they return to school.  

As the Department of Education share updates Jim, Larissa and I will pass these onto you via Compass Newsfeeds. 

.We are guided by the DET and strictly follow all of their advice and protocols.  As you have heard over the weekend, 

today is the final day of term 1. The school holidays have been brought forward.  Given that it is school holidays, 

teachers will not be supplying work to students, as it is term 1 holiday break.  

Last week so many great things happened at school that this newsletter is dedicated to 

the outstanding children and the staff at DPS.   

Briefly, we had footy clinics, gymnastics, cultural dressing up, and a celebration of 

grandparents as well as all of our usual teaching and learning activities and completion 

of the positive path. They say a picture speaks a thousand words, please enjoy the 

pictures in this newsletter.  

 

Kind regards 

Sandra Bishop 
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MARCH 
Monday 23rd     Last day of Term one 
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Wednesday 15th        Term 2 Starts 
                                       Level 2 Police Visit Incursion 
Thursday 16th             Level 4 Circus Incursion 
Wednesday 22nd        DSC visits Level 1 & 5 
Thursday 23rd             Level 4 Circus Incursion 
Friday 24th                   Assembly 9am 
Saturday 25th              ANZAC DAY 
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PF Adib 
For being a super reader!   You are always helping the class to read.  What a star!! 

PQ Maddison 
For having a positive attitude regarding all learning tasks. Fantastic effort. 

PQ Laith 
For being so enthusiastic with show and share. Outstanding effort 

PS Eric 
For doing a fantastic job on you weekend recount sounding out the words. Keep it up! 

1A Yi Hao 
For being an enthusiastic learner in every lesson and contributing to class discussions. 
Great Work!  

1G Leila 
For continuously trying her best in all areas of her learning and working well with others. 

Well done Leila. Keep aiming high! 

1Q Koosha 
For working hard to improve his handwriting. Well done! 

2C Sophia 
For outstanding and consistent effort in all her work. Well done Sophia. 

2C Manuella 
For magnificent handwriting. Well done Manuella. 

2E Jayden 
For your positive attitude towards every school related task. Keep it up! 

2E Jeremy 
For excellent work in Maths and solving two digit addition equations so accurately. 

2P Archit 
For his beautiful handwriting every day this week. Well done Archit, keep up the great 

work!  

3B MIa 
For writing such interesting and action filled narratives. You keep us entertained Mia! 

3G Hilary 
For your consistent 5 star effort to all tasks you complete. Your listening, hard work and 
motivation is always 5 star. 

3L Ojas 
For consistently upholding such a positive and enthusiastic attitude towards learning. 
Fantastic work Ojas! 

3W Jayden 
For showing great teamwork and enthusiasm during the level 3 incursion. 

3W Angelina 
For approaching everyday with enthusiasm, cheerfulness and willingness to do her best! 

4C Joshua 
Joshua is a diligent and conscientious student. His concentration and enthusiasm to 
tasks is a fantastic learning asset. Keep up the amazing attitude and effort for the year 
ahead. 

https://www.bing.com/images/search?view=detailV2&ccid=%2bjJgiAN3&id=74DBF41412F22F1B0A30A7FF9200977BB3D3114D&thid=OIP.-jJgiAN3d-fpRmS9ZXvY5gHaBv&mediaurl=http://theveliger.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/01/banner-png-free-icons-and-png-backgrounds-regarding-blue-banner-png.png&exph=945&expw=4001&q=Blue+Ribbon+Banner+Clip+Art&simid=608013371788100679&selectedIndex=131
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4P Calvin 
For demonstrating a caring and supportive attitude towards others. He is more than 
willing to assist and help other students in need. 

4SM Daniel 
For the caring and supportive manner in which he interacts with his peers and the 

outstanding job he has done in helping a new classmate settle into DPS. Amazing effort 

Daniel! 

4SM Victor 
For being an outstanding role model for his peers, demonstrating he is a responsible 

and reliable student, who uses his initiative to assist his classmates and teachers. Well 

done Victor! 

5K Sophie 
For showing commitment to learning long division. She persevered and practised until 
she became confident using the strategy. 

50 Brian 
For his very creative narrative using lots of descriptive language. 

5R Bradley 
For your positive contributions to our class discussions and activities. You always think 

carefully, make connections and share your opinions enthusiastically. 

6F Lachlan 
Lachlan is an eager and enthusiastic learner who is always willing to challenge himself. 
Well done on the effort you are applying to your Inquiry Project and I hope you enjoy 
your new skill of being able to hyperlink. 

6J Anastasia 
For showing excellent maths skills and organisation in coordinating our class run. 

6W Derby 
Congratulations for seeing a problem and working to solve it with compassion, 
intelligence and grace. You are so articulate and mature - what an impressive young 
woman. 

SCIENCE 
Ricardo PF For reflecting on what he has learnt in Science this term. Well Done for 

explaining you learnt how to look after pets this term. 

SCIENCE 
Sophia 4SM For using the Science Process Skills of observing and predicting when 

growing your sprouts. Ms Petts is super proud. 

SCIENCE 
Hongyu 5R For listening really well in Science and asking interesting questions.  

P.E 
Ezekiel 2E For his positive approach to Physical Education this term and willingness to 

assist in setting up each week. Great Job! 

P.E 
Fay 4SM For always trying her best in Physical Education. Fay always keen to assist 

her classmates and the teacher at every opportunity. Well done Fay! 

P.E 
Adrian 5O For a brilliant start to Physical Education at Doncaster Primary. His 

enthusiasm and fantastic ‘have a go’ attitude have been a great example for 

his peers. Keep it up! 

ART 
Sienna PQ For being a happy, kind and gentle friend to all and for working 

cooperatively. Sienna uses her artistic flair to complete colourful artwork. 
Well done Sienna! 

ART 
Lulah 4P For always displaying excellent attitude in art and following classroom rules. 

She works very independently and gives her 100% in all tasks. Well done 
Lulah! 

SPECIALIST AWARDS 
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ART 
Rachel 6J For showing dedication and enthusiasm in her artwork. Rachel also loves to 

help around the classroom too. 

LOTE 
Lucas PS For always being polite and helpful, both inside and outside of the 

classroom.  

LOTE 
Karm 2C For the kindness you show in class towards your peers, and for always 

showing initiative in class.  

LOTE 
Yana 4SM For your amazing ability to bring a smile to everyone’s faces, and for your 

consistent hard work during LOTE.   

LOTE 
Daniel 5K For your enthusiasm during LOTE and your efforts to always extend 

yourself by writing Chinese characters 
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The Wellbeing Captains visit classrooms every week to observe weekly You 

Can Do It lessons and acknowledge the people doing a good job. 

This week we gave awards to;  

Annabelle PQ- For waiting patiently for her turn and putting full effort. 

Caleb PQ- For focusing on his work and being participative. 

Aleeza PF- For being engaged in the lesson and asking questions for 

information. 

We thought we would introduce ourselves so that if 

you see us around the school you could come and say 

hi and tell us about you!  

Hi my name is Thavisha, and this year I will be your 

wellbeing captain. I am excited to take this role for DPS 

and look at how everyone is working at You Can Do It. 

 

 

Hi my name is Anastasia, and this year I will be 

another wellbeing captain. I am excited to handout 

certificates for You Can Do It. 

 

 

Hi my name is Ifra, and this year I will be another of your 

wellbeing captains. I am looking forward to speaking at 

assembly. 

 

 

Thank you for reading! Wellbeing is the best! 
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At Doncaster Primary we are committed to developing all aspects of your child's development. Our constant 
efforts to instil and nurture social and emotional growth are evident thorough our values lessons and the 
UBUNTU program which is underpinned in all school programs and further extends our school values of - 
Honesty, Integrity, Respect, Fairness, Equity and Teamwork. UBUNTU is of African origin and means "humanity 
towards others”. 
  
Every second Wednesday afternoon, when there is no assembly, each student will partake in an activity with 
their UBUNTU group.  These groups will be made up of students from each level. These multi-age groups allow 
the students to interact with different age brackets in activities that will focus on communication, problem solving, 
persistence, flexibility, resilience and personal growth. Knowing that every occupation involves team work, we 
regularly give the students opportunity to build and expand their skills. Through undertaking mixed aged group 
tasks, some students are able to take on a leadership role and refine their understating of a task through 
explaining it to another. 
  
Your child will remain with the same teacher each fortnight because; 
  
-it will allow your child to develop a stronger rapport with the students and teacher in their group 
-the UBUNTU teacher will be able to recognise development/growth of your child through regular interaction and 
thus recognise this 
 
On Wednesday, March 11th, we had our first Ubuntu session of the year. The students met their group members 
and played some games that involved communication and team work.  
 
We are looking forward to an amazing year for wellbeing at DPS!  
  
Andrew Johnson 
Wellbeing Coordinator  
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Thank you to all the wonderful  volunteers  Andrea, May-na, Andy, Cathy, Erina, Ghazal, Maggie, 

Nadiah, Antoinette and Monica for making the second hand uniform a great success.  Giving up 

your time is greatly appreciated in helping to raise funds for DPS!  

Kind Regards 

Sia and Leandra  

 

Annual privacy reminder  
Our school collects, uses, discloses and stores student and parent personal information for standard school 

functions or where permitted by law, as stated in the Schools’ Privacy Policy 

Please take time to remind yourself of the school’s collection statement, found on our website – 

www.doncasterps.vic.edu.au . 

For more information about privacy, see: Schools’ Privacy Policy – information for parents. This 

information also available in nine community languages. 

  

https://www.education.vic.gov.au/Pages/schoolsprivacypolicy.aspx
http://www.doncasterps.vic.edu.au/
https://www.education.vic.gov.au/Pages/Schools-Privacy-Policy-information-for-parents.aspx
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